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Fossil gas is a finite resource that
emits greenhouse gases when
extracted and burned. Gas primarily
contains methane, a very powerful
pollutant in the short-term, as well
as carbon dioxide.

GAS is a fossil fuel. 

GAS is an energy source.

Gas is a source of energy that is
found under the Earth’s surface like
oil and coal, it can be used to
create power which can then be used
for a variety of household and
industrial processes. 
 

First, some basics!

WHAT IS
GAS?
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Get it right with
the basics

1
A must read

campaign briefing

2
Let's get

scientific!

3

Burning the gas "bridge fuel" myth
by Oil Change International

Natural Gas & Climate Change by the
Tyndall Center

Can the climate afford Europe's gas
addiction? Friends of the Earth Europe

http://priceofoil.org/content/uploads/2017/11/gas-briefing-nov-2017-v5.pdf
https://friendsoftheearth.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/natural_gas_and_climate_change_anderson_broderick_october2017.pdf
https://friendsoftheearth.eu/publication/can-the-climate-afford-europes-gas-addiction/


GAS IS BAD
GAS IS DANGEROUS

FOR THE
CLIMATE

FOR THE
PEOPLE

FOR THE
ECONOMY

False fix: the hidden health impacts of
Europe’s fossil gas dependency by CREA,

EBC, FWAE, Ember & HEAL
Fossil fuels and climate change: the

facts by ClientEarth

GAS PRODUCES 
 DANGEROUS

GREENHOUSE GASES LIKE
METHANE & CARBON

DIOXIDE

GAS EXTRACTION IS
LINKED TO HEALTH

RISKS & DISPLACES
COMMUNITIES

INVESTING IN GAS
NOW MEANS

STRANDED ASSETS IN
THE FUTURE

Europe Gas Tracker Report
by Global Energy Monitor

https://www.env-health.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/HEAL-Fossil-gas_briefing.pdf
https://www.clientearth.org/latest/latest-updates/stories/fossil-fuels-and-climate-change-the-facts/
https://globalenergymonitor.org/report/europe-gas-tracker-report-2021/


Clean Gas: a Fairytale to steal your
future, by Re:Common

Fossil Gas: Part of the Problem not the
Solution, by the Gastivists Collective

NO
REALLY.
GAS IS
BAD

Ditch coal without gas, by the
Gastivists Collective

Clean Gas Is A Dirty Lie, by the
Gastivists Collective

Global Gas Lock-in: Bridge to nowhere
by the Rosa Luxembourg Foundation 

Why Methane Is a Large and
Underestimated Threat to Climate Goals
by YaleEnvironment360

LNG: The liquid path to climate chaos,
by Friends of the Earth Europe and Food
and Water Action Europe

https://odg.cat/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/global-gas-lock-in.pdf
https://e360.yale.edu/features/why-methane-is-a-large-and-underestimated-threat-to-climate-goals
https://friendsoftheearth.eu/publication/lng-the-liquid-path-to-climate-chaos/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GyigZPxc6gs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fGWjvEDXTg&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fGWjvEDXTg&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jsfeKFLreY&t=9s


THE HYDROGEN HYPE

1

RED FLAGS

INDUSTRY GREENWASH

2 3

What to watch out for...

The Hydrogen Hype by Food & Water
Action Europe, Corporate Europe

Observatory & Re:Common
You've Been Methaned! Industry

Greenwash Tactics

Big Oil and Gas buying influence in
Brussels by the Fossil Free Politics

Coalition

Empty promises that gas
infrastructure can and will

be used for renewable
hydrogen in the future

Low-carbon, clean, green,
and sustainable are all

terms used to try and make
gas seem better. 

They put billions every
year into lobbying our

decision-makers, to defend
their business model.

THE FOSSIL FUEL LOBBY

https://corporateeurope.org/sites/default/files/2020-12/hydrogen-report-web-final_3.pdf
https://friendsoftheearth.eu/publication/big-oil-and-gas-buying-influence-in-brussels/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9KtkiPv5BNg


The war in Ukraine and
the Energy crisis 

SKYROCKETING 
GAS PRICES

IT HAS NEVER BEEN CLEARER
 

THE ENERGY SYSTEM IS
FAILING.

The huge price increases of 2022 show just how
vulnerable the European energy system is to volatile
fossil fuel prices and the damage they can cause.

 
Already in 2019, a quarter of EU households could
not afford to adequately heat, cool or light their
homes. The gas price crisis added fuel to the fire.

 
Millions of vulnerable people remain at risk of

energy poverty because of Europe's over-reliance on
fossil fuels and failure to invest heavily and

quickly in clean, affordable, renewable solutions.

Fossil Fuel Company
profits in gas
crisis by Global

Witness

Civil Society
Response to the Gas
Price Crisis, by
multiple NGOs

How gas fuels energy
poverty and climate
change, by Friends
of the Earth Europe

EU can stop Russian
Gas Imports by 2025,
by Bellona, Ember,

RAP and E3G

https://righttoenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Gas-crisis_-Civil-Society-Response.pdf
https://www.globalwitness.org/en/campaigns/fossil-gas/big-gas-profits/
https://friendsoftheearth.eu/news/times-up-for-gas/
https://www.raponline.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/rap-e3g-ember-bellona-stop-russian-gas-2025-final.pdf


EXISTING 
AL-TER-NA-TI-VES 

OUT THERE



THE AL-TER-NA-TIVES
SOLUTIONS SOLUTIONS SOLUTION

Community Energy: A Practical
Guide for reclaiming power by
Friends of the Earth Europe

RENEWABLE
ENERGY 
Fossil gas powers industry,
electricity, and heats our
homes. But there are
renewable solutions
available to us that could
replace all of the above
ensuring access to clean
energy for all, without it
costing the earth.

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
A key problem with our
current energy system is the
bad use of energy. We have
leaky buildings, inefficient
industrial systems, and a
lot of wasted energy.
Reducing this energy waste
means reducing the need for
it in the first place.

COMMUNITY
ENERGY
Putting power quite
literally in the hands of
people, delivers on clean,
fair, and affordable energy
solutions for all. This way
citizens are actively
engaged in our energy
systems, and keep the power
and profit in their hands.

Bristol Energy Cooperative:
how Community Energy can help
solve the energy crisis

Towards a Healthy, Renovated
Europe, by CAN Europe and 
Friends of the Earth Europe

Towards a healthy, affordable
& sustainable built
environment by EEB

The Energy Atlas by Friends of
the Earth Europe, Heinrich
Boll, GEF and EREF

The Belgian Community that
built Renewable Energy for the
masses, by Friends of the
Earth Europe

https://eeb.org/library/towards-a-healthy-affordable-and-sustainable-built-environment/
https://friendsoftheearth.eu/publication/community-energy-guide/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tqOiOwLCZ8
https://friendsoftheearth.eu/publication/towards-a-healthy-renovated-europe/
https://friendsoftheearth.eu/publication/the-energy-atlas/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZxMtGyOmPVY


EDUCATE CAMPAIGN PROTEST

Organize skill shares,

trainings, and

educational sessions

on gas and why we need

to be careful. It's

only when we KNOW that

we can ACT.

HOW TO ORGANISE
AGAINST FOSSIL GAS

Take to the streets to

make your voices

heard. Organise a

protest or creative

action against gas. 

Find key decision-

makers or fossil fuel

industries to target

and build campaigns to

put pressure on them

or scandalise their

bad behaviour.

Storytelling Guide by
Greenpeace

Tools for Systems Change by
Friends of the Earth Europe

Protest Resources by 
Skills For Action 

The Activists
Handbook

https://storytelling.greenpeace.org/storytelling-guide/
http://virtual.foei.org/trainings/
https://skillsforaction.blackblogs.org/en/material-2/
https://activisthandbook.org/en/trainings


CONNECT
TO THE

MOVEMENT
There are plenty of folks out there
fighting fossil gas alongside you!

https://www.gastivists.org/network/


https://twitter.com/foeeurope/status/1534127158934884352?s=20&t=QxtyFHldK3tFRyWixVRlyg
https://twitter.com/foeeurope/status/1534127158934884352?s=20&t=QxtyFHldK3tFRyWixVRlyg


Resistance to fossil gas

is growing across Europe.

With national, grassroots,

youth, and advocacy groups

engaging in creative

activism to dismantle the

gas industry and oppose

this fossil fuel.

CLICK ON THE PICS FOR

MORE INFO!

INSPIRATION
BOARD

https://linhavermelha.org/
https://www.ende-gelaende.org/en/call-out-2021/
https://avli.org/
https://friendsoftheearth.eu/climate-justice-and-energy/fossil-fuels/
https://www.gastivists.org/resources-to-fight-gas/
https://www.stopgas.dk/
https://zelena-akcija.hr/en


Wishing you a succesful
campaign against fossil gas!

THANK
YOU FOR

YOUR
WORK!



Laia Segura, Climate Justice & Energy
Campaigner & Eilidh Robb, Gas Campaigner

eilidh.robb@foeeurope.org
friendsoftheearth.eu/
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If you would like to download this
toolkit as a template for use in your
work. Click the little template.
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